DANCHUK TRI-FIVE NATIONALS 2019 SCHEDULE
Schedule is Subject to Change

SLOAN CONVENTION CENTER ACTIVITIES

THURSDAY
8AM-6PM  PACKET PACKET PICK-UP AND TRI-FIVE NATIONALS MERCHANDISE STORE
8AM-6PM  AMERICAN TRI-FIVE ASSOCIATION’S HERITAGE CENTER Presented by Heacock Classics
          FEATURING CUSTOM 1955, 1956 AND 1957 CHEVYS ON DISPLAY IN MAIN BALLROOM
12PM-6PM  AMERICAN TRI-FIVE ASSOCIATION’S MODEL CAR CONTEST.
          OPEN TO ALL PARTICIPANTS. *TRI-FIVE CHEVY MODELS ONLY

FRIDAY
*ALL LATE PACKET PICK-UP FOR FRIDAY WILL BE AT THE BASE OF THE ROLLER COASTER AT BEECH BEND
7PM-9PM  TBD Band.
          ONE OF THE NATIONS TOP 50’S & 60’S BANDS PERFORMS FREE TO ALL PARTICIPANTS

BEECH BEND RACEWAY ACTIVITIES

THURSDAY
4PM  DRAG RACING TECH OPEN

FRIDAY
ALL LATE PACKET PICK-UP FOR FRIDAY WILL BE AT THE BASE OF THE ROLLER COASTER AT BEECH BEND
7AM-6PM  FULL DAY OF ACTIVITIES FEATURING OVER 3,000 TRI-FIVE CHEVYS, COMPETITION DRAG RACING,
          FUN RUNS, VENDOR MIDWAY, SWAP MEET
8AM-5PM  SPECTATOR GATES OPEN $20 PER PERSON, PER DAY. KIDS UNDER 12 FREE
7AM-5PM  PARTICIPANT REGISTRATION AT THE TRACK AT THE BASE OF THE ROLLER COASTER AT BEECH BEND
          *MUST BE A REGISTERED PARTICIPANT AND PRESENT TO WIN THE GOLDEN STAR GIVE-A-WAY CAR
7AM-6PM  AMERICAN TRI-FIVE ASSOCIATION’S PRESERVATION PARKING AREA presented by Heacock Classic
          TRI-FIVE CUSTOMS SPACE LIMITED
8AM  DRAG RACING TECH OPEN
9AM  HOLLEY DRAG RACING TEST AND TUNE BEGINS (FUN RUNS WILL BE CALLED THROUGHOUT THE DAY)
12, 2, & 5PM  200MPH DRAG RACING EXHIBITION RUNS, WHEELS UP GASSEER RACING,
               SPEEDWAY GASSER CHALLENGE QUALIFYING AND MORE
5PM-6PM  AWARDS ON THE STARTING LINE
          PRESENTATION OF THE LOKAR TOP 25 AND THE 2018 ATFA PRESERVATION AWARD WINNER

SATURDAY
7AM-6PM  FULL DAY OF ACTIVITIES FEATURING OVER 3,000 TRI-FIVE CHEVYS, COMPETITION DRAG RACING,
          FUN RUNS, VENDOR MIDWAY, SWAP MEET.
7AM-12PM  PARTICIPANT REGISTRATION AT THE TRACK
          *MUST BE A REGISTERED PARTICIPANT TO WIN THE GOLDEN STAR GIVE-A-WAY CAR
8AM-2PM  DRAG RACING TECH OPEN
9AM  HOLLEY DRAG RACING TEST AND TUNE BEGINS (FUN RUNS WILL BE CALLED THROUGHOUT THE DAY)
12, 2, & 5PM  200MPH DRAG RACING EXHIBITION RUNS, WHEELS UP GASSEER RACING
               SPEEDWAY GASSER CHALLENGE ELIMINATIONS AND MORE
5PM-6PM  AWARDS ON THE STARTING LINE
          PRESENTATION OF THE CLAYTON MACHINE WORKS TOP 5, DRAG RACE CLASS WINNERS,
          GASSER CHALLENGE CHAMPION, AMERICAN TRI-FIVE ASSOCIATION’S TRI-FIVE OF THE YEAR
6PM  THE 2018 GOLDEN STAR GIVE A WAY CAR
          BUILT BY WOODY’S HOT RODZ WILL BE GIVEN AWAY TO ONE LUCKY PARTICIPANT.
          *MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN
6PM-8PM  WOODY’S HOT RODZ AFTERPARTY TWO HOURS OF SOLID FUN RUNS!!